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ANIMALS IN ANCIENT ART
or foes?



Reading aloud

1. .............................................................................................................................
Humans have always depended on nature because they have always depended
on animals and plants for their essential needs. Artists have also been intrigued by
ani-mals. Nearly all cultures have portrayed birds and mammals with great skill,
both in realistic and stylized versions. Some of the earliest surviving art shows
animals being hunted for food, representing divine beings or connected with
religious activities. Animals were often considered a source of wealth and the
ownership and control of animals demonstrated power. The story of the
relationship between humans and animals is complex.
2. .............................................................................................................................
Animals have always provided humans with much more than food. Their bones
and sinews were used to make tools, their hides and feathers to make clothes. Their
waste products provided fertiliser for crops and, in some parts of the world, materials
for building. Large animals supplied power to drive machines and transport people
and goods. In the ancient Near East, goats and sheep were among the earliest animals
to be domesticated, around 10,000 years ago. They were an everyday feature of life
and were commonly depicted by artists who lived in agricultural communities in, for
example, ancient Greece and medieval Europe.
3. ...................................................................................................................................
In ancient Egypt, models showing various stages in the production of food were
placed in wealthy burials of the Middle Kingdom (about 2040-1750 BC) to guarantee that the deceased would have food for eternity. These models show how animals
were used in farming. On the other hand, cattle were expensive in ancient Egypt, so
it is unlikely that beef was an everyday foodstuff, but it was represented as one of the
main components of food offerings for the deceased. Models showing the slaughter
of cattle for this purpose were placed in tombs and represented on offering tables in
wall paintings.
4. ...................................................................................................................................
The inner life of animals has always been a mystery to humans. None more so
than that of the domestic cat. Perhaps it was this enigmatic quality that led to the
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association of the cat especially, but also many other animals, with the sacred or the
supernatural. Close observation of animal behaviour suggested particular traits desirable in humans. As with other creatures sacred to particular deities, it became very
popular in the Late Period in Egypt (661-332 BC) to bury mummified cats in special
cemeteries as a sign of devotion to the goddess. A number of cat cemeteries are known
from Egypt.
5. ...................................................................................................................................
Human domination of nature has been represented in art and on objects since
ancient times. Often this is done through scenes showing wild animals being hunted.
Imposing order on the chaotic and unpredictable natural world has often been used
as a metaphor for the power of kings, or of gods, over ordinary people. The hunter
subdues the lion or the tiger, just as the king subdues his enemies. Lions were regularly represented in art on wall reliefs and as elements of furniture in the ancient Near
East. The lion symbolized the power of nature and is often associated with the king
to demonstrate royal power, as it was his duty to defeat the forces of nature that the
lion represented.
6. ...................................................................................................................................
Later in time keeping wild creatures may have been the first step that ancient peoples took towards domesticating animals. Once caged or encouraged to stay nearby
with offers of food, such animals provided a reliable contribution to the domestic
store-cupboard. Some provided other services in return for their keep: hunting dogs,
for example, or rat-catching cats. But living close to animals may also have encouraged
people to become attached to them and give them human qualities or interpret their
behaviour in human terms (anthropomorphism).
7. ...................................................................................................................................
Horse and rider figures were popular tomb offerings in 6th-century Boeotia, a
region of Greece. It is likely that the possession of a horse was a mark of social and
even political status. Laying a model in the grave might show the mourners’ respect
for the position that the dead person had held in society. Similar figures have also been
found in sanctuaries. A terracotta horse and rider might have been offered to a god as
a representative of the dedicator, thanking the god or requesting a favour.
[Adapted from http://www.britishmuseum.org]

!Reading [**]

Understanding content

1. Read the text and insert the appropriate title before each paragraph.
a. Metaphors of power.
b. Consuming creatures.
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c. Animals like us.
d. Farming and food offerings.
e. Social status.
f. A close relationship.
g. Sacred and supernatural.

!Reading & Speaking [***]
Summarizing information

2. Read the text again and underline the key sentences. Then summarize the main ideas verbally.

!Vocabulary [*]
Use of English

3. Look at the following words and highlight (or underline) the ones referring to animals.

oxen river deer skill
bull cave mammal
mammoth ceiling hunt horse
alabaster cliff fresco wolf chariot
dolphin stone dinosaur moss prey
bison leap lion bear

!Research & Speaking [**]
Critical thinking

4. Surf the Internet and search for images of animals in pre-historic art. In pairs, comment on their appearance
and the emotions they evoke. Then share your impressions with the rest of the class.
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. The

Caves at Lascaux

In 1940 a group of small boys accidentally ............................... a series of paintings
inside a cavern in Lascaux, in the French region of Dordogne. The earliest paintings
............................... about 15,000 BC in the Paleolithic Age. The technique was crude
and the working conditions were extremely difficult. Nevertheless, these first artists
............................... stunning work for the vitality, freedom of expression and sureness
of touch that they were able to accomplish. The polychrome paintings of animals at
Lascaux are also very unusual. The colours ............................... from various earth
hues, such as red, yellow, violet and brown, and soot from the lamps used in the caves.
The pigments were ground to powder and applied directly on the damp limestone
walls and ceilings. They were probably ............................... with mats of moss or hair.
Some colours were sprayed through bones on the walls.
Artists often ............................... of the natural formation of the rock surface. In the
so-called Hall of Bulls artists could paint huge bulls measuring six feet in length. Other
scenes ............................... horses, bison, mammoths, ibex, aurochs, deer, lions, bears,
and wolves. The animals depicted include both species that ............................... and
eaten (such as deer and bison), as well as those that were fierce predators (such as lions,
bears, and wolves). Sometimes the natural formation of the cave ...............................
the form of animal depicted. Generally speaking, almost all the animals are rendered
with amazing fidelity to their actual appearance.

MIND THE GAP

The Hall of Bulls
at Lascaux, about
15,000 BC

!Reading [***]

Practicing language skills

1. Complete the above passage using these verbs.
suggested • took advantage • produced • were hunted • featured • discovered • were made • applied • date from
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!Vocabulary [*]
Art language build-up

2. Match each English term with its Italian equivalent by filling in the boxes with the corresponding letters.
1. To paint

a. Pigmento

2. To depict

b. Dipingere

3. To render

c. Spruzzare

4. To spray

d. Applicare

5. To grind

e. Raffigurare

6. To apply

f. Macinare

7. Hue

g. Tonalità

8. Pigment

h. Rendere

!Reading [**]
Content awareness

3. Say whether the following sentences are true or false, or whether the passage doesn’t say.
a. The human figure plays a prominent role in the wall paintings at Lascaux.

o True o False o Doesn’t say

b. The mural paintings found are very similar to those at Altamira.

o True o False o Doesn’t say

c. The brushstrokes were applied with tools made of hair or vegetable materials. o True o False o Doesn’t say
d. The paintings depict domestic scenes as well as hunting scenes.

o True o False o Doesn’t say

e. In some cases the figures were given large dimensions.

o True o False o Doesn’t say

. Hunting

at the Court of Ashurnasirpal II



Reading aloud

Indeed, lions play a prominent role in several reliefs featuring Ashurnasirpal II,
who reigned 883-859 BC, as in the stone which originally decorated the throne room
in the king’s palace in Nimrud.
The stone panel held at the British Museum in London belonged to a brightly
coloured narrative frieze intended to celebrate the king’s military and hunting feats.
Historical evidence has shown that Ashurnasirpal II took pride in killing lions and
was said to have slain hundreds of them.
Certain details in both human and animal bodies, such as hair or muscles, are
incised with great accuracy, as if the artist deemed royals and lions of equal importance.

MIND THE GAP
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The scene depicts Ashurnasirpal on a horse-drawn chariot wearing the pointed
Assyrian crown and shooting a lion with a bow and arrow. Being placed as central as
the king’s chariot, the animal seems like the hero of the scene.

A Lion Leaping at
the King’s Chariot,
883-859 BC
[British Museum,
London]

The relief is shallow and carved from a single piece of alabaster, a stone that was
readily available in the area. The style is typical of Assyrian relief. The figures are stylized and shown in profile. The sculptor focuses on outlines, taking great care with
the contours of bodies.
In Assyrian art as early as 3000 BC kings were often portrayed while engaged in
hunting wild animals.
Displaying magnificent strength and courage, the wounded lion becomes the focus
of the whole dramatic emotion of the combat. On the right, another lion has been
wounded and crouches beneath the horse’s feet.

!Listening [**]

Understanding content

1. Listen and reorder the jumbled paragraphs.

!Vocabulary [*]
Art language build-up

2. Match each word with its correct definition by filling in the boxes with the corresponding letters.
1. Relief

a. A narrow strip of decoration along a wall.

2. To decorate

b. To represent or describe someone or something in an artistic work.
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3. Outline

c. To make something by cutting into wood or stone.

4. Frieze		

d. A sculpture made from a flat surface in which the forms are raised above the surface.

5. To portray

e. The main shape or edge of something, without any details.

6. To carve

f. To paint an object or a place in order to make it more attractive.

!Writing [**]
Integrating content

3. Using your own words provide a suitable ending for the sentences.
a. The relief from the British Museum illustrates .............................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
b. Ashurnasirpal was ...........................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
c. It was probably commissioned to ..................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
d. The protagonist of the scene is ......................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
e. The artist has paid great attention to ...........................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................

. Bull-jumping

in Minoan art

The Minoans were by far the richest civilization in the Aegean Sea. They established
several royal palace centres in Crete, such as the Palace of Minos at Knossos. Many
frescoes decorated the interior of palaces with wall paintings that portrayed humans
as well as animals in light-hearted and enjoyable situations. In these decorations the
animals depicted can be seen as active participants in prestigious activities such as
hunting or bull-leaping.
As in the fresco coming from the east wing of the palace at Knossos, now in the
Heraklion Archaeological Museum in Crete, there are so many depictions of bulls in
Minoan painting and sculpture that the bull was undoubtedly a sacred animal.
The colours used in the scene are vivid and applied without shading, in flat, bright
dabs that are easily identifiable, even from a distance.
Minoan artists painted their frescoes directly on plaster and did not introduce any
perspective, so that their figures look flat yet are rendered in accurate detail. But
animals are often shown in natural poses, and the fluidity of Minoan figures, as in the
curving contour lines of the bodies of the bull and athletes, is unique compared to
the art of other ancient civilizations. Figures do not appear riveted to a ground line
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and display an astounding liberty of movement and dynamic energy. Curved lines
dominate compositions, while the human figures have extremely small waists and
are depicted with frontal shoulders and bodies seen in profile. Men are painted in a
darker colour than women. The scene could be a depiction of a rite of passage or an
initiation, or it could just be showing a form of entertainment.

The Toreador Fresco
at Knossos, about
1,500 BC

!Reading & Writing [**]

Understanding content

1. After reading the above text, answer the following questions.
a. How are animals usually represented in Minoan wall paintings?
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
b. Why does the bull feature in numerous painted or sculpted objects?
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
c. How were colours applied in the bull-leaping fresco from Knossos?
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
d. Do the figures reveal any knowledge of perspective?
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
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e. What sets the depiction of animals and figures apart from other civilizations?
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
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REVISION

!Speaking [***]
Comparing content

1. Complete the graph with the required information about the three texts you have read. Then discuss similarities and analogies with the rest of the class.
LASCAUX CAVES

ASHURNASIRPAL’S HUNTING SCENE

Type of work:
..........................................................................................

Type of work:
..........................................................................................

Colours:
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Colours:
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
Tools used by artist:

Tools used by artist:
..........................................................................................

..........................................................................................

Animals depicted:
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Animals depicted:
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................

Subject:
..........................................................................................

Subject:
..........................................................................................

TOREADOR FRESCO

Type of work:
..........................................................................................
Colours:
..........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
Tools used by artist:
..........................................................................................
Animals depicted:
..........................................................................................
Subject:
..........................................................................................

